Summary
MRI methods are widely used to follow the pathological evolution of multiple sclerosis in life and its modi®cation by treatment. To date, measures of the number and volume of macroscopically visible lesions have been studied most often. These MRI outcomes have demonstrated clear treatment effects but without a commensurate clinical bene®t, suggesting that there are other aspects of multiple sclerosis pathology that warrant investigation. In this context, there has been considerable interest in measuring tissue loss (atrophy) as a more global marker of the adverse outcome of multiple sclerosis pathology, whether it arises in macroscopic lesions or in the normal appearing tissues. An International Workshop recently considered the measurement of atrophy in multiple sclerosis and provided the basis for this review. Brain white matter bulk consists predominantly of axons (46%) followed by myelin (24%), and progressive atrophy implies loss of these structures, especially axons, although variable effects on tissue volumes may also arise from glial cell proliferation or loss, gliosis, in¯am-mation and oedema. Signi®cant correlations found between brain volume and other putative MR neuronal markers also indicate that atrophy re¯ects axonal loss.
Numerous methods are available for the measurement of global and regional brain volumes and upper cervical cord cross-sectional area that are highly reproducible and sensitive to changes within 6±12 months. In general, 3D-T 1 -weighted acquisitions and largely automated segmentation approaches are optimal. Whereas normalized volumes are desirable for cross-sectional studies, absolute volume measures are adequate for serial investigation. Atrophy is seen at all clinical stages of multiple sclerosis, developing gradually following the appearance of in¯ammatory lesions. This probably re¯ects both in¯ammation-induced axonal loss followed by Wallerian degeneration and post-in¯ammatory neurodegeneration that may be partly due to failure of remyelination. One component of atrophy appears to be independent of focal lesions. Existing immunomodulatory therapies have had limited effects on progressive atrophy, concordant with their modest effects on progressive disability. Atrophy provides a sensitive measure of the neurodegenerative component of multiple sclerosis and should be measured in trials evaluating potential anti-in¯ammatory, remyelinating or neuroprotective therapies.
Introduction
In the last 15 years, MRI has assumed an important role as a tool to assist in the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis and to monitor the evolving disease in vivo. Because of the high conspicuity of lesions seen on MRI, it provides a sensitive measure of the evolving pathology, which is not clinically apparent.
While the value of a sensitive measure has been appreciated in providing new insights into the natural history of the disease and its modi®cation by treatment, it has become apparent that there is more to the pathology of multiple sclerosis than the mere depiction of lesions and quanti®cation of their number and volume. Abnormalities are reported in normal appearing white matter (NAWM) and cortex using quantitative magnetic resonance (MR) methods, and pathological studies con®rm the presence of disease in these regions. It has also emerged that destructive or degenerative changes with axonal loss in lesions are relatively common. The extent of such changes varies markedly between lesions, but appears to be greatest in the progressive forms of multiple sclerosis, indicating that this is a more relevant mechanism of disability than the extent of lesions per se.
With this background, there has been increasing interest in measuring tissue loss in the CNS in multiple sclerosis, since this should represent the ultimate consequences of destructive pathological changes, whether they occur within lesions or in the normal appearing tissues. This interest has been stimulated by the development of a range of methods that are sensitive and reproducible in measuring even small changes in tissue volume, and by the observations of more robust correlations of the patient's level of disability with measures of atrophy than had been previously obtained by examining correlations with lesion volume or activity measures.
Stimulated by these emerging data, an International Workshop on the Measurement of Atrophy in Multiple Sclerosis was held in London, UK, in December 2000. The Workshop covered: (i) the pathological basis of atrophy in multiple sclerosis; (ii) methods for measuring tissue loss and anticipated developments; (iii) clinical studies in multiple sclerosis; (iv) the present role for atrophy measurement in multiple sclerosis research and clinical trials; and (v) future research and clinical applications. This review re¯ects the content of the Workshop and the authors' perspectives.
Pathological basis of atrophy in multiple sclerosis
It is logical to assume that loss of myelin, the classical feature of multiple sclerosis lesions, would result in a loss of tissue volume, and hence contribute to the atrophy observed in multiple sclerosis. However, other tissue elements within the brain also contribute to tissue bulk. Even in the white matter, where myelin is most concentrated, there are axons, glial cells, blood vessels, blood and tissue¯uid, all of which contribute to the white matter volume. In bovine white matter, myelin constitutes 50±60% of the dry weight but only 25% of the wet weightÐthe latter ®gure is a more realistic assessment of the contribution of myelin to white matter volume in vivo. This is supported by experimental evidence: an estimation of the proportions in normal human white matter due to different tissue elements has been made by point counting from a stereological grid applied to an electron microscopic image published in an atlas (Adams, 1989; M. Esiri, personal communication) ; the proportion due to axons was 46%, with smaller contributions from myelin (24%), glial cells (17%) and other elements including blood vessels, blood and tissue¯uid (13%).
The same assessment of four multiple sclerosis plaques showed no myelin in three demyelinated plaques and 23% myelin in the fourth plaque, which exhibited remyelination. The proportion of the plaques containing axons varied from 6 to 50%, whereas glial and other cellular elements contributed 30±80% of the plaque volume (M. Esiri, personal communication) . This evidence that a marked degree of axonal loss can occur in some chronic multiple sclerosis plaques is supported by previouly published studies in both new and old literature (Charcot, 1868; Lassmann et al., 1994) . Signs of axonal damage and loss have also been observed in active in¯am-matory lesions using amyloid precursor protein staining (Ferguson et al., 1997) or by confocal microscopy, which has revealed axonal spheroids and transections (Trapp et al., 1998) .
A consequence of axonal loss in a lesion is Wallerian degeneration along the ®bre pathways that traverse it. Axonal loss in lesions may therefore cause atrophy by two mechanisms: tissue loss within the lesion per se, and Wallerian degeneration in related ®bre pathways. Given the large proportion that axons contribute to white matter volume, and evidence for considerable axonal damage in multiple sclerosis, axonal loss seems likely to be an important contributor to the atrophy observed in multiple sclerosis.
Detailed studies in the spinal cord and lateral geniculate body in multiple sclerosis have shown a proportionately greater loss of small axons with relative preservation of larger ones (Ganter et al., 1999) Ðsmaller axons may be more susceptible to in¯ammatory mediators such as nitric oxide. In multiple sclerosis corpus callosum, both decreases in area and in axonal density have been reported (Evangelou et al., 2000a) . This emphasizes that the full extent of axonal loss in multiple sclerosis may be underestimated by simply measuring tissue volume loss. Investigators have found a relationship between axonal density in the normal appearing corpus callosum and cerebral hemisphere white matter lesion load, suggesting that the abnormalities seen in the NAWM using a number of MR techniques may in part re¯ect Wallerian degeneration (Evangelou et al., 2000b) . It also has been suggested that an important part of the axonal damage found in the spinal cord is secondary to cerebral disease resulting in Wallerian degeneration (Lovas et al., 2000) .
Although there has been less pathological investigation of multiple sclerosis grey matter, plaques in grey matter are commonly recognized with careful post mortem examination (Kidd et al., 1999; Bù et al., 2000) . Such plaques are rarely seen on conventional MR sequences, but loss of myelin or axons within them may also contribute to the global brain atrophy seen in multiple sclerosis. It is not known whether there are decreases in the number or size of neuronal cell bodies in multiple sclerosis.
The contribution of glial cells to tissue bulk in normal white matter is less than that of myelin and axons. In plaques, an increase in astrocytes and activated microglia appears to outweigh the decrease in oligodendrocytes, and glial cells appear to constitute an increased proportion of the lesion volume compared with normal white matter. The net effect of glial pathology on tissue volume is uncertainÐpotentially, reactive astrocytosis has a positive mass effect and isomorphic gliosis a negative or neutral effect.
Changes in tissue water content can have an important effect on global measures of brain volume. Changes as much as 30±40 ml have been observed after dialysis in patients with renal failure (Walters et al., 2001) . In multiple sclerosis, acute lesions are associated with breakdown of the blood±brain barrier, in¯ammation and vasogenic oedema. Visible swelling is sometimes seen on MRI in these lesions in the brain, spinal cord or optic nerves. The extent and volume of gadolinium-enhancing lesions in the brain may therefore affect overall brain volume, and is a variable to consider when assessing and interpreting tissue volume changes. This is especially relevant in therapeutic trials or natural history studies, where therapies are known to have an anti-oedema or anti-in¯ammatory effect. There is evidence that chronic plaques also have a degree of blood±brain barrier impairment (Broman, 1964; Silver et al., 2002) and that the water content of multiple sclerosis NAWM is increased (Tourtellotte and Parker, 1968) . The potential for more subtle variations in the blood±brain barrier and brain water content to affect volume measures is therefore not excluded.
Methodological requirements: general issues
The optimal technique for measuring tissue volume should be reproducible, sensitive to change, accurate and practical to implement. Of these requirements, accuracy is least easy to verify, and small errors of accuracy are probably insigni®cant in the study of atrophy, as long as they are constant between subjects and over time, and do not impact on the sensitivity and precision of the technique. The two distinct components involved in measuring tissue volumes are data acquisition and data analysis.
Data acquisition
The principal aspects of data acquisition that in¯uence the ef®cacy of volume measurements (and therefore any atrophy measurement derived from them) are image resolution in three dimensions and image contrast. The desirability of high resolution scans to reduce partial volume errors means that 3D (volumetric) acquisitions are attractive, although both 2D (Molyneux et al., 2000) and 3D (Liu et al., 1999) sequences have been used successfully to derive volume measures in the CNS. 3D sequences also allow more accurate re-slicing of datasets when registering volumes between serial acquisitions.
The choice of image contrast is also important in reliable volume measurements. The contrast weighting chosen depends on the study's aims and, to an extent, on the choice of analysis technique. For whole-brain atrophy measurements, segmentation of the brain is necessary, meaning that suppression of CSF, for example using¯uid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences, is desirable to generate a sharp distinction in signal between cerebral and extra-cerebral matter. For this reason, the most widely used 3D sequence is a T 1 -weighted gradient echo, with or without added CSF suppression, the latter provided by an inversion recovery pre-pulse. Such an acquisition allows voxels with dimensions of the order of 1 Q 1 Q 1 mm, and can be completed in~10 min.
Studies focusing on the measurement of atrophy of individual structures within the CNS may require alternative imaging strategies. For instance, a study of white matter atrophy requires good contrast between white matter, grey matter, CSF and possibly lesions. Segmentation may be aided by multiple-contrast (multi-spectral) acquisitions, typically T 1 -weighted, T 2 -weighted and proton-density-weighted data acquisitions (all of which should be of the same resolution and in register).
Data analysis methods

Manual and semi-automated methods
Manual outlining or linear measurements of tissues provide simple approaches to measuring changes in volume or dimensions over time. For these methods to be reproducible, an experienced observer is required, who is familiar with normal neuroanatomy and the appearance of CNS tissues and pathology on the sequences employed. Manual segmentation of the whole brain from multislice or 3D image sets is laborious and rarely used; it is more practical in outlining or de®ning small structures or selected regions, for example outlining the cross section of the spinal cord or measuring third ventricle dimensions. Moderately reproducible measures of area or width have been obtained and signi®cant atrophy (or enlargement of the third ventricle) has been reported in multiple sclerosis (Simon et al., 1999) .
Techniques requiring a high degree of manual input typically have the following advantages: they are methodologically simple; little specialist software is required; and the segmentation results relate well to the operator's perceptions of the limits of a particular structure. Typical disadvantages include: they are prone to operator bias; the precision is low when compared with many automated techniques; and analysis times can be long.
Semi-automated methods can supplement or replace manual outlining methods, resulting in improved speed and reproducibility. The use of regional segmentation algorithms, such as seed growing (Rovaris et al., 2000) , and local edge detection algorithms and contouring (Plummer, 1992) has assisted in outlining lesions and also small structures such as the spinal cord, optic nerves and ventricles (Losseff et al., 1996a; Lycklama et al., 1998) . Measurement reproducibility improves from~3±5% for manual outlining to 1±3% for semi-automated approaches for measuring spinal cord and ventricles. Liu et al. (1999) and Edwards et al. (1999) have applied semi-automated stereological techniques to assess atrophy in the corpus callosum, cerebellum and brainstem of multiple sclerosis patients.
Automated segmentation
Analysis methods should be automated as much as possible to provide good reproducibility and reduced reliance on timeconsuming operator input. Many automated methods exist for segmentation (and thus volume measurement) of the brain parenchyma, and for brain white and grey matter. Fewer proven approaches exist for automated segmentation of individual brain structures or for the spinal cord or optic nerve.
Both single contrast acquisitions (Chard et al., 2001 ) and multi-spectral data (Udupa et al., 1997; Ge et al., 2000a) have been utilized for whole-brain segmentation and volumetry. Usually the difference in signal intensity between brain parenchyma and CSF on a single contrast acquisition is enough to drive the segmentation process. Methods for removing any residual signal from scalp in the resulting segmentation include automated detection of the intracranial contour (Zijbendos et al., 1994) and segmentation based on probabilistic spatial tissue distributions (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) .
The segmentation of grey and white matter volumes may again be accomplished utilizing either single-contrast or multi-spectral data, although additional sophistication is required to separate the two tissue types. Methods include statistical parametric mapping (SPM)-based segmentation (Wellcome Department of Functional Neurology, Institute of Neurology, London, UK; Ashburner and Friston, 2000) and the fuzzy C-means algorithm, as described by Pham and Prince (1999) (Fig. 1) . A method for determining the regions of tissue occupied by multiple sclerosis lesions is necessary if mis-classi®cation of these regions is to be avoided and accurate tissue volumes are to be obtained. Automated segmentation of multiple sclerosis lesions has been investigated by a number of researchers (Zijbendos et al., 1994 (Zijbendos et al., , 1996 Udupa et al., 1997; Guttmann et al., 1999; Kikinis et al., 1999) ; if total lesion load is small, manual segmentation may be a reasonable alternative. In the case of negligible lesion volume, lesion segmentation may be unnecessary.
Automated measurement of atrophy in individual CNS regions has received relatively little attention to date. De Carli et al. (1992) used a trace-then-threshold approach to delineate speci®c structures. This method requires signi®cant operator input, and is therefore subject to many of the drawbacks of other semiautomated methods. Recent work has seen progress towards highly automated segmentation of the optic nerve and spinal cord (Coulon et al., 2000 (Coulon et al., , 2001 , allowing the cross-sectional area of the structure to be de®ned as a function of position (Fig. 2) .
Registration-and boundary-based methods
As atrophy is the measurement of change in volume, measurements of absolute volumes at separate time points are not necessarily needed; information may be obtained by looking for differences between serial scans. Non-linear registration of such scans produces deformation ®elds that yield information concerning regional and global atrophy (Freeborough and Fox, 1998) . Statistical analysis of the differences between groups of patients and normal controls may identify regions of the brain subject to atrophy across a patient population (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) . Rigid body registration, on the other hand, can be used to track the displacement of the surface of the brain during atrophy. Using the inner table of the skull as standard of reference, Freeborough and Fox (1997) have developed a method to quantify atrophy with high sensitivity in many neurological diseases.
The use of relative volumes
Comparisons between groups of patients are confounded by the presence of substantial inter-subject variations in head size that can mask differences attributable to atrophy. Normalizing the volumes of brain, speci®c tissues and structures to head size may be successful in reducing these confounding effects (Mathalon et al., 1993; Whitwell et al., 2001) . Relative volumes also remove variability in volume data due to scanner instability, as all structures in the image will experience the same amount of artefactual scaling due to such effects.
A number of normalization methods have emerged: the scalp (Freeborough and Fox, 1997), total intracranial capacity determined by the sum of the volumes of grey matter, white matter and CSF (Guttmann et al., 2000a; Chard et al., 2002) , and the sum of the brain, and ventricular and sulcal CSF (Rudick et al., 1999) , have all been used to create volumes against which normalization can be performed.
Non-uniformity correction
Reliable segmentation is, in many cases, aided by the application of image non-uniformity correction (De Carli al., 1992; Pham and Prince, 1999; Ashburner and Friston 2000) . Such non-uniformity is caused by the spatially varying radiofrequency electromagnetic ®elds associated, to varying degrees, with all imaging coils. This typically causes signal drop-off in the cerebellum and brainstem when using head coils. Similarly, studies of the spinal cord using phased array coils may require non-uniformity correction (Losseff et al., 1996a) . Methods include ®tting a smoothly varying bias ®eld to the image data (Sled et al., 1998) . Alternatively, data acquired from phantoms within the coil in question, and using the sequence used for the atrophy measurement, may be used to correct the images (Losseff et al., 1996a) .
Speci®c methods
A considerable number of speci®c methods for measuring tissue volumes in the brain, spinal cord and optic nerves have been developed and applied in multiple sclerosis. They are discussed further in Appendices I and II. A summary of the bene®ts and limitations of current methods for brain volume measurement is provided in Table 1 .
Clinical studies Factors causing short-term changes in brain volume
A strong appeal of measuring atrophy is the potential to quantify, in the longer term, the loss of CNS tissue, especially axons, which are the likely substrate of irreversible and progressive functional deterioration. However, other factors, most notably changes in brain water content, may contaminate the measurement of true tissue loss, at least in the short term. In one study, up to 20 serial scans were performed over 1 year, and short-term changes in brain parenchymal fraction (BPF) in individuals were larger than the average change seen over the whole 12-month period (Guttmann et al., 2000a). Greater short-term¯uctuations were seen in relapsing± remitting than in progressive patient cohorts. White matter lesion volume was also correlated with BPF in relapsing± remitting but not progressive patients. These observations are consistent with shorter term¯uctuations in brain volume being related to variation in the extent of in¯ammatory oedematous lesions, which are more commonly found in the relapsing±remitting stage of multiple sclerosis (Tubridy et al., 1998); they also caution against using atrophy to evaluate short-term disease progression in individual patients. The effect of steroids on brain fraction volume (BFV) has been studied in a group of 26 patients with relapsing± remitting multiple sclerosis who were followed with monthly brain MRI (Rao et al., 2002) . Patients were given courses of 3±5 days of high-dose intravenous methylprednisolone (IVMP) as required to treat acute relapses. BFV was determined from T 1 -weighted sequences using an adaptive Bayesian segmentation using K-means clustering (Goldszal et al., 1998) . A total of 56 courses of steroids were given during the prolonged follow up, 40 while taking b-interferon and 16 while on no other disease-modifying treatment. BFV was stable for the 3 months prior to IVMP, but when all 56 events were combined, there was a signi®cant reduction in BFV at month 1 and 2 following IVMP (P = 0.009, nonparametric Wilcoxon test). When considered according to prior treatment status a signi®cant reduction in BFV was seen only at month 1 (P < 0.04 for both untreated and b-interferontreated subjects). This short-term decrease in BFV after IVMP was accompanied by a signi®cant reduction in the number of contrast-enhancing lesions at months 1 and 2. The study revealed less variability in BFV measures during periods on b-interferon compared with periods untreated, probably due to fewer in¯ammatory/oedematous lesions. In long-term treatment trials, measurement of brain volume should probably be avoided in the 2 months after IVMP. Other therapies with anti-in¯ammatory effects, including b-interferons, are also likely to reduce brain volumes in the short term.
Relationship of brain atrophy to disability and other MR measures of axonal loss
Several studies have investigated the relationship between brain atrophy and either disability or putative MR measures of axonal loss. In a study of 137 patients, disability was measured using the Multiple Sclerosis Functional Composite (MSFC) scale, and correlated with a normalized measure of atrophy, de®ned as the brain volume fraction (BVF), and with T 1 and T 2 lesion load (Kalkers et al., 2001a) . Stronger correlations were observed with the BVF (r = 0.36) than with either lesion load measure (r = ±0.21 for T 1 and r = ±0.22 for T 2 load). These correlations are still low, which may partly relate to variations in image acquisition sequences and to the heterogeneous patient features, which exhibited a wide variation in disease duration and included a group with a primary progressive course. When only relapse onset patients were considered, the correlation between MSFC and BVF improved while the relationship of MSFC with T 2 and T 1 lesion load decreased.
A second study investigated a normalized measure of brain volume [the brain intracranial capacity ratio (BICCR); Collins et al., 2001] in conjunction with MR spectroscopy examination of the axonal marker, N-acetyl aspartate (NAA), which was measured from a large voxel acquired from the cerebral hemispheres above the level of the lateral ventricles (Collins et al., 2000) . Both increasing atrophy and decreasing NAA were correlated with increasing disability. The most marked gradient of reduction in NAA was observed in the lower expanded disability status score (EDSS) patients with relapsing±remitting disease. A larger gradient of reduction in BICCR was seen in more disabled secondary progressive patients. The investigators proposed that in the early multiple sclerosis, there is a potentially reversible dysfunction of axons, manifested as a substantial decrease in NAA with a lesser decrease in brain volume, but with continued progression in disability, irreversible axonal loss occurs, manifested as a greater decrease in BICCR.
A third study in secondary progressive multiple sclerosis reported a correlation between cerebral volume and NAA (Coles et al., 1999) , which suggests a direct association between atrophy and axonal loss. Two further studies investigated the relationship between T 1 hypointense lesion load and cerebral atrophy in relapsing±remitting or secondary progressive multiple sclerosis (Paolillo et al., 2000; Sailer et al., 2001) . Chronic T 1 hypointense lesions are associated with more marked axonal loss than lesions that are T 1 isointense (van Walderveen et al., 1998) . In both studies, decreased cerebral volume was correlated signi®cantly with T 1 hypointense lesion load but not with total T 2 load.
Taken together, these studies provide consistent evidence of a relationship between atrophy, disability and axonal loss.
Clinical subgroup studies: clinically isolated syndromes
Many patients with clinically isolated syndromes (CIS) affecting the optic nerve, brainstem or spinal cord already have disseminated cerebral white matter lesions typical of multiple sclerosis, and develop clinically de®nite multiple sclerosis on follow up (O'Riordan et al., 1998) . A cohort of 55 CIS patients (Dalton et al., 2001) has been followed over a 1-year period to investigate ventricular enlargement. Signi®cant enlargement was seen in the 18 patients who developed clinical multiple sclerosis (i.e. experienced a second clinical relapse), and in the 40 patients with abnormal brain MRI at presentation. There was no change in ventricular volume in the 15 patients with normal imaging. Thus, brain atrophy occurs at the earliest clinical stage of multiple sclerosis, and is associated with short-term clinical disease activity.
A 2-year placebo-controlled trial of b-interferon, which demonstrated a delay in the primary outcome (time to development of clinically de®nite multiple sclerosis; Comi et al., 2001) , also demonstrated signi®cant brain atrophy in the placebo arm over the course of the trial (Filippi et al., 2001) . Mean brain volume at entry in the placebo group (135 patients) was 1210 ml and mean loss over the 2 years was 15 ml, which corresponds to an annual reduction of~0.6%. There were signi®cant, but modest, negative correlations of change in brain volume with the number of enhancing lesions (r = ±0.25, P = 0.01) and the number of new T 2 lesions (r = ±0.36, P = 0.001) in the placebo group. Even weaker correlations were evident in the interferon-treated cohort, who nevertheless also exhibited signi®cant atrophy over the study period. In addition to CIS, subjects were included who had polysymptomatic or multifocal presentations, and all patients were required to have at least four lesions on T 2 -weighted MRI at entry. The weak relationship between atrophy and lesion evolution in this early stage of disease suggests that atrophy is evolving by mechanisms that are at least partly independent of lesions.
A cross-sectional study performed a mean of 19 months following a single attack of optic neuritis revealed a mean reduction in optic nerve area of~15% (11.2 mm 2 in affected versus 12.9 mm 2 in unaffected nerves) (Hickman et al., 2001) . Serial follow up in a subgroup of patients over 1 year revealed a further, signi®cant increase in atrophy (from 11.1 to 10.2 mm 2 , P = 0.01) in the affected nerve (Hickman et al., 2000) . These observations indicate that in¯ammatory demyelinating lesions result in atrophy that evolves for months to years. Progressive atrophy may be due to continued axonal loss in the lesion, and may re¯ect Wallerian degeneration in the white matter tract in which the lesions arises, in this case the optic nerve (Stoll et al., 1989) .
Clinical subgroup studies: relapsing±remitting multiple sclerosis
Using the whole brain ratio (WBR) method, brain atrophy was assessed over 2 years in a placebo-controlled trial of b-interferon in relapsing±remitting multiple sclerosis (Jones et al., 2001) . Atrophy measures were available in 519 patients, 172 of whom were on placebo. Signi®cant brain atrophy was seen in the total cohort over 2 years: the mean WBR decreased by 1.4%. The baseline WBR was weakly correlated with baseline age, EDSS and T 2 load, with average r-values of 0.3. Two-year WBV correlated weakly with relapse rate, EDSS change, T 2 lesion load change and T 2 lesion activity, with r-values ranging from 0.2 to 0.4. No difference in the rate of atrophy was seen between treatment arms.
Cerebral atrophy has been evaluated from 52 relapsing± remitting patients for 6 months prior to and 24 months following b-interferon treatment and correlated with other MRI lesion and clinical parameters (Gasperini et al., 2002) . During the 2 years of treatment there was a signi®cant reduction of brain volume (mean ±2.2%) that was correlated with the mean number of enhancing lesions on monthly scans during the 6 months pre-treatment (r = ±0.32, P = 0.02). Thus, the extent of in¯ammation over a relatively short period of time contributes to atrophy that develops later and over a longer period of time. During the 2 years of treatment, 26 patients exhibited signi®cant atrophy and 26 did not; in the former group, 13 experienced an increase in disability, whereas in the latter group only three became more disabled. This con®rms other studies in showing a link between increasing atrophy and disability (Losseff et al., 1996b; Paolillo et al., 1999) .
In a 2-year placebo controlled trial of b-interferon in relapsing±remitting multiple sclerosis, atrophy was measured from yearly scans using BPF (Fisher, 1997) . The mean BPF decrease was similar in both arms in year 1 (±0.763% in b-interferon and ±0.699% in placebo arm), but was smaller in the b-interferon arm in year 2 (±0.233% versus ±0.521%) (Rudick et al., 1999) . The changes in BPF during this 2-year period showed little or no correlation with lesion measures. Prolonged follow up of 134 out of 172 of the placebo cohort from this trial assessed the longer term relationship between BPF and clinical change (Fisher et al., 2000a, b) . Many received disease-modifying therapies after the original trial ®nished. Whereas the mean BPF at entry was 0.832, it was 0.807 at follow up, a mean of 8 years later. The average yearly reduction in BPF over 8 years was 0.38%, which is about a half the rate seen during the 2 years of the original trial. This observation could be related to cohort selection bias, disease natural history, treatment effect (most patients went on to disease-modifying treatments after the original trial ended) or changes in scanner/image data. Comparison of patient quartiles based on change in BPF over the ®rst 2 years revealed that 57% of those in the fourth quartile (greatest atrophy) had progressed to EDSS of 6 or more at follow up, whereas only 13% of those in the ®rst quartile (least atrophy) had reached this level of disability.
A 9 month, placebo-controlled trial of glatiramer acetate in 239 relapsing±remitting multiple sclerosis revealed a mean 0.7±0.8% reduction in central cerebral volume (Rovaris et al., 2001) . Whereas an earlier, small study (27 patients) over 2 years suggested that the rate of atrophy is reduced in glatiramer acetate-treated patients versus controls (Ge et al., 2000b) , no signi®cant group differences during the 9 month study were revealed in the larger study (Rovaris et al., 2001) . Follow up to 18 months with all patients converted to active treatment from month 9 revealed a trend to less atrophy in those treated with glatiramer acetate from onset. The study showed a weak association between enhancing lesion numbers and atrophy (r = ±0.21, P = 0.002).
Clinical subgroup studies: progressive forms of multiple sclerosis
Atrophy is seen in both the brain and spinal cord in secondary and primary progressive multiple sclerosis. The most marked atrophy occurs in secondary progressive disease and correlates with disability (Losseff et al., 1996a; Kalkers et al., 2001) . In primary progressive multiple sclerosis, signi®cant atrophy of brain and cord over 1 year was evident in a large cohort of primary progressive patients drawn from six European centres (Stevenson et al., 2000) . Change in cerebral volume over 1 year correlated only weakly with change in T 1 and T 2 brain load, suggesting that the measurement of atrophy provides complementary information. In cross-sectional analysis, there was a correlation between neuropsychological impairment and cerebral volume (Camp et al., 1999) .
A small study of 16 patients with primary progressive multiple sclerosis evaluated riluzole, a neuroprotective agent (which acts as a glutamate antagonist), using change in cord area as a putative measure of progressive axonal loss (Kalkers et al., 2001b). Patients were followed untreated for 1 year (2001) + BVF Atrophy present + = atrophy detected; BPF = brain parenchymal fraction; BIFN = b-interferon; BICCR = brain intracranial capacity ratio; BVF = brain volume fraction; WBR = whole brain ratio; SPM =statistical parametric mapping; RR = relapsing±remitting; SP = secondary progressive; PP = primary progressive; C2 area = cross-sectional area of cervical cord at C2 level.
followed by 1 year on riluzole. During the pre-treatment phase, there was a 2% reduction in mean cord area, whereas during treatment the cord area was stable (mean decrease of 0.2% only), but the difference was not signi®cant. This preliminary study indicates the potential of using tissue volume measures in larger cohorts to study the ef®cacy of neuroprotective agents. Recent therapeutic trials have evaluated the effect of three immunosuppressive, immunomodulatory agents on atrophy in progressive forms of multiple sclerosis. First, in a placebocontrolled trial of b-interferon in secondary progressive multiple sclerosis, there was steady decrease of cerebral volume in the placebo group with a mean reduction of 3.9% after 3 years. The interferon group also exhibited signi®cant reduction reaching a mean of 2.9% at 3 years; the difference between the groups was not signi®cant (Molyneux et al., 2000) . There were signi®cant correlations between increasing cerebral atrophy and deteriorating neuropsychological function in the placebo (r = 0.32, P = 0.002) but not the interferon arm (r = 0.14, P = 0.31). Some of the atrophy in the interferon group may have been due to the anti-in¯ammatory effect of interferons leading to a decrease in brain water content because: (i) reduction in the ®rst 6 months was greater in the interferon than the placebo group; and (ii) those without enhancing lesions, in whom volume measures should be less susceptible to anti-in¯ammatory effects, exhibited more atrophy in the placebo group. Anti-oedema effects might also have uncoupled the relationship between cerebral volume and neuropsychological function in the interferon arm. Notwithstanding, the effect of interferon on atrophy, if present, would appear to be modest.
Secondly, an open study of 27 secondary progressive patients, treated with the anti-lymphocyte antibody Campath 1-H, revealed a marked reduction in enhancing lesions over 18 months, whilst an increase in disability accompanied by increasing cerebral atrophy was seen in 50% patients (Coles et al., 1999) . The increase in cerebral atrophy was related to the volume of enhancing lesions accumulated over 3 months prior to the start of treatment. This observation, as in relapsing±remitting multiple sclerosis (Gasperini et al., 2002) , suggests that in¯ammation leads to later atrophy.
Thirdly, a placebo-controlled trial of cladribine, an immunosuppressive agent, in primary and secondary progressive multiple sclerosis revealed marked suppression of enhancing lesions but no effect of therapy on progressive disability or brain atrophy (Filippi et al., 2000; Rice et al., 2000) .
Current role for atrophy measurement in multiple sclerosis
The most compelling reason for measuring atrophy is that it provides a measure of axonal loss, which, if progressive, is likely to result in irreversible disability. The observation that almost a half of normal white matter bulk consists of axons implies that signi®cant atrophy in multiple sclerosis does indeed re¯ect axonal/neuronal loss. This conclusion is supported by the signi®cant correlations observed between atrophy and other MR axonal/neuronal markers. Nevertheless, loss of myelin, glial and vascular elements may contribute. Furthermore, tissue bulk may be added by astrocytosis and other in¯ammatory cells, and changes in brain water due to in¯ammation, therapeutic effects or other intercurrent factors can all affect brain volume measures. With these caveats, the quanti®cation of sustained and irreversible atrophy of CNS structures over a reasonable period, not less than 6 months and preferably at least 12 months, is a largely reliable surrogate for axonal/neuronal loss.
There is a large range of techniques available for the measurement of tissue volumes. Many methods satisfy the essential requirements of being reproducible, sensitive to change and stable over time. Accuracy is less easy to evaluate as there is no gold standard; the experience of markedly different absolute changes in brain volumes using different acquisition and segmentation methods indicates that not all methods are accurate. This makes it very dif®cult to combine or compare results from studies that use different methods. Accuracy is an important consideration in natural history studies but is less critical in treatment trials where a treatment and control arm are being compared.
In deciding which methodological approach to use for a study of atrophy, several points should be borne in mind. (i) The acquisition sequence should be kept constant (in terms of repetition time, echo time, echo train length, voxel size, slice thickness, ®eld strength, etc.).
(ii) A T 1 -weighted sequence is preferred as it gives good contrast between parenchyma and CSF. CSF suppression with an inversion recovery prepared pulse may be useful. (iii) 3D acquisition sequences have greater resolution and sensitivity to small changes and are the sequence of choice for measuring spinal cord size. Some brain studies report better reproducibility using multislice 2D acquisitions, possibly due to shorter acquisition times; both 3D and 2D sequences appear adequate in the brain. (iv) The segmentation algorithm should be as automated as possible to maximize objectivity, reproducibility and ef®-ciency. (v) Acceptable automated segmentation algorithms currently available include multispectral classi®cation and boundarybased methods to calculate differences in brain volume. Such automated algorithms routinely include image homogeneity correction and noise ®ltering.
(vi) The measurement may be of an absolute volume or of a normalized volume, most commonly a fraction of brain volume related to total intracranial volume, e.g. BPF, WBV, etc. The latter display less inter-subject variability and are superior for cross-sectional studies. Both approaches are sensitive to change over time, but normalized volumes may still be preferred, as they remove scaling errors.
(vii) A quality assurance programme should be in place to con®rm the stability of measurements over time. This should include each centre in a multicentre study, and may involve repeat scanning of healthy controls or suitable phantoms. It is especially important before and after a major scanner upgrade (hardware and software), since volume measurements are susceptible to changes in scanner performance. (viii) Serial studies of atrophy should try to control for factors such as age, gender,¯uid intake and nutritional status, alcohol intake, or anti-oedema therapies, all of which might in¯uence brain volume measures. (ix) When multiple sclerosis patients are being compared with controls, it is essential that the latter are appropriately age-and gender-matched.
From the studies of multiple sclerosis, several consistent observations have emerged. (i) Accelerated atrophy occurs in the brain and spinal cord in multiple sclerosis, at all stages of the disease from presentation with CIS to advanced progressive forms (Table 2) 
Recommendations for future research and clinical applications
In considering current applications and results of atrophy studies in multiple sclerosis, several areas for future research have emerged. These relate to both methodological and clinical issues.
Methodological issues
There is a need for more comparative studies of different sequence acquisition and analysis algorithms to determine their relative precision, sensitivity to change and stability over time. Collaborative exchange of image databases and analysis tools would be a ®rst step towards such activities and has already begun. Further work is needed to evaluate algorithms for regional volume measures including infratentorial, CSF, white matter and grey matter volumes. Greater sensitivity is needed to detect small changes especially in small structures such as the optic nerves and spinal cord. Further automation of analysis techniques designed to look at atrophy in brain structures such as the basal ganglia, corpus callosum and major white matter tracts would allow more speci®c studies to be carried out.
Clinical issues
Clinical questions concern mechanisms, prognosis and treatment monitoring.
Mechanisms
The mechanisms of atrophy are still poorly understood and their elucidation is an important focus for future work. The relationship between lesions and atrophy is complicated by apparent temporal dissociation between lesion appearance and later atrophy. Acute in¯ammatory and post-in¯ammatory mechanisms in the lesion may contribute to axonal loss. A potential post-in¯ammatory mechanism is failure of remyelination with loss of trophic support from oligodendrocytes. Reliable methods for imaging remyelination are still awaited. The evidence of an only moderate relationship between lesions and atrophy suggests that other mechanisms should be explored, e.g. diffuse pathological changes in the NAWM, grey matter pathology. The relationship between cord and brain changes also needs consideration, bearing in mind that disease in one part may, by Wallerian degeneration, cause atrophy in the other. Finally, the importance of cortical adaptive mechanisms in maintaining function in the face of structural pathology including atrophy is unknown but can be explored using functional MRI (Lee et al., 2000; Werring et al., 2000) .
Addressing pathogenesis issues should use quantitative techniques such as magnetization transfer imaging, diffusion tensor imaging and MR spectroscopy to study lesions and normal appearing grey and white matter, and functional MRI to evaluate cortical adaptation. Long-term follow up from the early stages is needed.
Prognosis
De®nition of the importance of atrophy as a prognostic marker will require prolonged clinical follow up studies. Preliminary experience suggests a signi®cant role (Fisher et al., 2000a, b; Dalton et al., 2001) .
Treatment monitoring
Given the role of atrophy in trials, sample sizes should be calculated for demonstrating a desired treatment effect; this should be achievable using longitudinal data already available.
Atrophy should now be included as an endpoint in trials of disease-modifying agents aimed at preventing disability, whether the proposed mechanism of action is anti-in¯amma-tory, remyelinating or neuroprotective. Because the correlations with disability and atrophy are only moderate, the former should remain the primary outcome measure. However, as a secondary outcome, atrophy is more important than lesion measures when the aim is to prevent disability. Especially in progressive forms of multiple sclerosis, reliance only on enhancing or T 2 lesion load can overestimate treatment bene®ts. Prolonged follow-up studies are needed to determine the long-term relationship between atrophy and clinical evolution. Such studies will further de®ne the role of atrophy measures in therapeutic monitoring both in trials and individual subjects. 
Appendix I. Brain volume measurement methods
Linear and regional measures
Linear measures of the width of the brain, corpus callosum and third ventricle have been applied in multiple sclerosis for over a decade. Although simple and rapid, these approaches are relatively crude and are in¯uenced by slice thickness and position. Nevertheless, signi®cant atrophic changes have been found over 1 year. Larger changes are seen in third ventricle [+4.5% per annum (p.a.)] and corpus callosum (±5% p.a.) width, with smaller changes in brain width (±0.64% p.a.). While third ventricle enlargement and corpus callosum atrophy may partly re¯ect effects of adjacent lesions, Wallerian degeneration secondary to more distant lesions may be a more important in¯uence; the third ventricle has both sensory and motor tracts travelling adjacent to it.
In a large cohort of relapsing±remitting patients engaged in a placebo-controlled trial of b-interferon, those with gadoliniumenhancing lesions at baseline exhibited more atrophy over the next 2 years (Simon et al., 1999), but there was no signi®cant effect of treatment on the linear measures of atrophy.
Third ventricular size has been measured using a semi-automated technique that determines the average of multiple linear measurement placements, based on signal intensity and statistical ®t (J. Simon, personal communication). Signal peaks from the thalamus on either side are separated automatically from lower signal third ventricle on T 1 -weighted images. An advantage of analysing this region, being at the iso-centre of the magnet, is homogeneity of the magnetic and radiofrequency ®elds. The central third ventricle area (c3VA) has been measured with a coef®cient of variance (COV) of 0.86%. In a 2-year follow up of relapsing±remitting patients in a placebo-controlled trial of b-interferon, the amount of c3VA increase correlated with the number of enhancing lesions; there was no signi®cant difference in the rate of change in the active versus placebo treatment arms, although there was a trend towards a treatment effect in year 2. At baseline there was a moderate correlation between c3VA and EDSS (r = 0.33) comparable to that between BPF and EDSS (r = ±0.29). Correlations were also found between c3VA and both T 2 and T 1 lesion load.
Segmentation algorithms can be applied slice by slice to 2D images to provide a reproducible measure of brain volume contained within each slice, thus providing a degree of localization of the atrophy measurement. One such approach classi®es brain from non-brain using the X-skull algorithm (Losseff et al., 1996b; Lemieux et al., 1999) . Taking four 5-mm thick slices rostral to the velum interpositum, Losseff et al. (1996b) found that regional cerebral volume was reproducible to 0.5% with scan-repositionrescan. Progressive atrophy was detectable over 18 months in a cohort with relapsing±remitting or secondary progressive multiple sclerosis, and was correlated with increasing disability but not with the number of gadolinium-enhancing lesions. The methodology has been successfully applied in clinical trials evaluating b-interferon in secondary progressive multiple sclerosis (Molyneux et al., 2000) and in following large cohorts with primary progressive multiple sclerosis (Stevenson et al., 2000) . has also been applied to T 2 -weighted images to obtain the volume of the intracranial cavity and thus allow normalized measures of parenchymal and ventricular fractions (Kalkers et al., 2001) .
Threshold-based measures
One study applied a thresholding approach to 3-mm thick slices in 50 relapsing±remitting patients studied over 18 months (Rovaris et al., 2001) . The volumes were calculated and compared for whole brain, the seven slices rostral to the velum interpositum, the single central slice of the brain slab and the infratentorial region. Measurement reproducibility was also evaluated for the four regions. The seven-slice region showed volume decreases in more patients (41 out of 50) than the other regions, provided the most reproducible measure (COV = 1.5%), and provided a volume that correlated strongly with whole brain volume (r = 0.80). The time saving of the seven-slice region makes this an attractive approach. The greater sensitivity to change in this region most likely re¯ects the high frequency of pathological change in lesions in this central brain region.
Segmentation-based methods
CSF volume
Brain atrophy is associated with a compensatory increase in the size of the compartment containing CSF. This can be measured directly by a number of approaches. As with the brain, either the total CSF space or a part thereof can be measured.
Normalized total CSF volume measures have been obtained using multiple contrast mechanisms from a single acquisition (so-called AFFIRMATIVE sequence) in order to improve tissue and CSF segmentation. A dual echo [echo time (TE) 17/102 ms] fast spin echo (FSE) sequence is used with 3-mm thick contiguous axial slices, 1 Q 1 mm in plane resolution, and a very long repetition time (TR) (10 s) (Bedell et al., 1997) . All scans are acquired on GE 1.5T scanners operating at software version 5.4 or higher. A large multiple sclerosis/MRI database (almost 2000 multiple sclerosis patients, and >4000 scans by May 2000) has been collected from >80 centres (Wolinsky et al., 2000 (Wolinsky et al., , 2001 . Based on tissue signal characteristics and on cluster analysis in a N-dimensional feature space, the scans are segmented into grey matter, white matter, lesions and CSF. A normalized CSF volume (nCSF) is derived from fully processed images in which extra-cerebral tissue has been removed using a largely automated integrated system. The reproducibility of nCSF, both measure-remeasure and scan-rescan proved excellent.
A comparison of subgroups matched for disability has revealed a larger nCSF in relapsing±remitting and secondary progressive than primary progressive patients. A study of monthly scans in 30 relapsing±remitting multiple sclerosis patients found an increase of nCSF of 0.1 T 0.07% per month, corresponding to~1% p.a. In a 6 year follow up of a cohort of patients on long-term treatment with glatiramer acetate, an increase in nCSF was correlated with a higher EDSS (Wolinsky et al., 2001 ), but not with enhancing lesion volume, supporting the concept that measurement of atrophy (in this case inferred from change in nCSF) provides a valuable measure of disease progression that is different from that obtained using measures of lesion enhancement.
Improved quadruple contrast has recently been developed, making use of additional double inversion pulses (Bedell and Narayana, 1998) . Preliminary experience with this sequence suggests improved reliability in lesion detection without compromising the measurement of CSF or tissue volumes.
BPF
One fully automated method calculates the BPF as the ratio of the volume of parenchymal brain tissue to the total volume within the outer surface of the brain [note: other groups have applied the term BPF for alternative methods of normalization; this section refers only to the method developed by the Cleveland group (Fisher et al., 2000a) ]. The algorithm consists of a sequence of steps. First, an initial segmentation of the brain is obtained through optimal thresholding, connected-components labelling, and erosion and dilation. Secondly, to remove non-brain structures that are still connected to the brain, a three-dimensional radial search operation is performed to detect the outer surface of the brain, which is then interpolated and smoothed in spherical space. Subsequently, the parenchymal tissue within the outer surface is detected by applying the optimal threshold determined in the ®rst step. The brain parenchymal volume is calculated from the brain mask using a twocompartment mixture model to account for partial volume effects. This method excludes CSF within the sulci but unlike many other methods, not that external to the outer surface of the brain. An advantage is that there is only one segmentation performed to obtain both the numerator and denominator, so differences over time in the ®eld of view or segmentation partially cancel out and improve the reproducibility. The accuracy of the method has been con®rmed in digital and physical-known-volume phantoms and by comparing manual outlining with the automated technique. It has been successfully applied to 2D images, with an excellent COV for scan-rescan evaluation (0.2% for BPF, and 0.6% for both the outer contour volume and parenchymal volume). This technique can be applied to any type of MRI of the brain and no special acquisition or repositioning is required, but so far it has only been validated in dual echo spin echo and FLAIR images. A group of 50 adult controls (aged 19±53 years) exhibited a mean BPF of 0.868 (SD 0.008). Signi®cant reduction in BPF has been found in relapsing± remitting multiple sclerosis, and a higher annual rate of atrophy is also seen in relapsing±remitting multiple sclerosis versus controls (mean 0.6 versus 0.1%). Potential drawbacks of the methods are the possibility that the outer volume will change over time (thus normalization is not ®xed), insensitivity to increases in the CSF space external to the outer brain volume that occur with progressive atrophy, and very small changes over time due to the global nature of the measurement. Visual inspection of each segmented image is advised to check for unreliable measurements that may arise as a result of patient motion and sequence variations or image artefacts in serial studies.
WBR method
This approach uses standard proton density (PD)/T 2 -weighted images that are routinely collected in most serial multiple sclerosis studies; thus it has potential to be applied retrospectively to large databases (C. Jones, personal communication). Anisotropic noise ®ltering is used, followed by the creation of an`angle image', which is the inverse tangent of the ratio of the ®ltered long echo image divided by the ®ltered short echo volume. A histogram of the angle images for all slices is computed and Gaussian distributions are ®tted to determine the position and width of the main peak, which represents the brain. From smart thresholding of this histogram, masks of both the intra-dural space (the width of the peak) and CSF space (values greater than the main peak) are determined. A further threshold is applied to extract the brain (~60% of the maximum signal intensity value). While the method is normally effective in removing scalp and other extradural tissues, manual editing is sometimes required to remove extraneous areas from the intradural mask (e.g. eyes); it is also needed to re-classify lesions into brain (the software sometimes classi®es them as CSF). In a serial study of 519 relapsing±remitting patients involved in a multicentre trial only 12 scans could not be analysed because of poor signal-to-noise ratio or an inadequate baseline scan. WBR was calculated as: WBR = (intradural volume ± CSF volume)/(intradural volume) The mean (T standard deviation) WBR was 0.83 (T 0.4), and signi®cant decrease was seen after 1 year. After 2 years, the mean decrease in WBR was ±1.4%. The measurement of WBR also demonstrated high reproducibility (COV < 1%).
BICCR
This fully automated method provides a normalized measure of brain volume (Collins et al., 2001) . It is applied to conventional dual echo PD-and T 2 -weighted image data. The process involves correction of image intensity non-uniformities; stereotactic registration and resampling of image data (which removes extracranial tissues); intensity normalization to a standard average PD-or T 2 -weighted volume; removing inferior and superior slices in Talairach coordinates to leave an anatomically equivalent 80-mm thick axial slab in all cases; digital morphometry for intra-cranial cavity classi®cation; and Bayesian tissue classi®cation into grey matter, white matter, lesions, CSF and background voxels within the brain mask. The BICCR is described by the equation: BICCR = 100 Q (GM + WM + lesions)/ (GM + WM + lesions+CSF).
In a group of normal controls, mean (standard deviation) BICCR was 86.1 (2.8). Rescanning four controls several months apart yielded a COV of 0.21%. The COV is related to slice thickness, being poorer with 1-mm thick than with thicker slices; this may relate to increased artefacts from increases in image acquisition time. The method eliminates the need for precise repositioning and addresses problems associated with partial head coverage during scanning.
Fuzzy connectedness segmentation
The data acquired from multiple sequences with different signal contrast can be used to segment brain from other structures and white matter from grey matter. One such approach, based on PD and T 2 -weighted scans, uses a fuzzy connectedness algorithm (Udupa et al., 1997) and image non-uniformity correction and has exhibited a high sensitivity in detecting atrophy during serial studies both during natural history and treatment trials (Ge et al., 2000a, b; Sandaine et al., 2000) .
SPM-based segmentation
SPM software uses prior spatial information from a database of normal brain images to classify voxels according to their location and signal intensity characteristics as grey matter, white matter or CSF (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) . It can be applied to 2D or 3D images. Application of SPM99 to 3D T 1 -weighed gradient echo images obtained from healthy adults aged 23±55 years revealed highly reproducible measurements of intracranial volume and brain volume. Image non-uniformity correction improved reproducibility to better than 1% (Chard et al., 2002) . General linear model analysis revealed signi®cant age related decreases in BPF with age, and signi®cant gender differences with respect to grey matter fraction (higher in females) and white matter fraction (lower in females). SPM mis-classi®es white matter lesions as CSF and grey matter; therefore, they need to be edited manually or by a local threshold method. In early relapsing±remitting multiple sclerosis, signi®cant decreases in BPF have been found, which appears to derive from a reduction in white and grey matter fractions.
Template driven segmentation of the brain
This approach identi®es brain tissues and structures by projecting anatomically labelled images of a template brain on to images of the patient's brain (Guttmann et al., 2000b) . Template driven segmentation (TDS) puts a standard space template on to an individual patient image, whereas some other algorithms (e.g. SPM) place the patient's scan into stereotactic space; it is likely that the overall result is similar. Global and regional 3D measures of brain parenchyma volumes can be obtained and used in serial studies to evaluate the amount of atrophy. The method has been validated for accuracy and reproducibility and has been applied to 3D T 2 -weighted FSE and fast FLAIR sequences. Further de®nition of normal and abnormal regions (e.g. lesions, NAWM) is made possible by statistical analysis of the distribution of MRI signal on multiple contrast images. Its ability to discriminate normal from abnormal NAWM is less certain.
SIENAX
The longitudinal atrophy rate method SIENA (see section`Brain surface modelling' below) has been extended to a segmentationbased cross-sectional method, SIENAX. After brain extraction, the input image is registered to a standard brain, using the estimated skull surface to constrain scaling, i.e. to normalize for head size. MRF (MRI random ®eld model)-based segmentation (Zhang et al., 2001 ) is used to segment the brain image into different tissue types, including partial volume modelling, giving a total normalized brain volume as output. SIENAX gives test-retest reproducibility errors in brain volume of <1%.
Registration-based methods
MIDAS (Medical Image Display and Analysis Software) method
This approach is based on rigid-body registration between pairs of T 1 -weighted 3D scans using fast sinc interpolation (MIDAS method; Freeborough et al., 1996) . A linear scaling procedure is used to account for variations in voxel size due to scanner performance, and the skull is used as an invariant structure for the registration process. The accuracy of registration is to subvoxel level. A quantitation method, the boundary shift integral (BSI), determines changes in signal intensity along the boundaries of the brain. The volume change measured using BSI has proved highly reproducible (0.1±0.2% differences in absolute brain volumes on repeat measures). Progressive atrophy is readily detected in multiple sclerosis with a mean decrease in brain volume of 0.9% over 1 year.
Atrophy is seen at even shorter intervals in Alzheimer's disease, and in that disorder change in brain volume correlates strongly with progressive cognitive decline. The method has also been used to show that large short-term changes can occur as a result of variation in water contentÐin patients with chronic renal failure, a 3% decrease in brain volume is seen in a single day following haemodialysis (Walters et al., 2001) . Fluid registration is a related approach, now applying a fully non-linear registration, in which voxel compression and enlargement is allowed within the constraints of a viscous¯uid model. It allows accurate contrast driven matching of serial images, and provides maps of voxel compression that localize change. The process updates the displacement vector associated with each voxel while constraining the overall deformation to be continuous, topology preserved and one-to-one. Voxel compression maps (VCM) can be derived from the deformation ®eld by computing the determinant of the Jacobian matrix at each point to provide a point estimate of volumetric change. The maps are combined with the structural images in overlay and thereby associate patterns of change with anatomical regions. The VCMs can be integrated numerically to provide a quantitative estimate of expansion of CSF spaces (i.e. brain atrophy) within any given region.
Voxel-based morphometry
Another approach that uses registration methodology is voxel-based morphometry (VBM) (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) . This is a fully automated whole-brain technique for characterizing regional volume and tissue`concentration' differences in structural MRIs. It allows all areas of the brain to be compared in an unbiased way and thus offers an opportunity to assess anatomical differences throughout the brain. Regional differences between groups can be compared, and in serial studies, a measure of volumetric change over time can be obtained. It may be dif®cult with VBM to detect changes in areas with a high natural variance (e.g. peri-Sylvian region), and aspects of the algorithm such as registration to a template and smoothing will reduce sensitivity to detect longitudinal changes. It has not yet been systematically applied in multiple sclerosis.
Brain surface modelling
A fully automated method for measuring longitudinal percentage changes in brain volume has been developed (SIENA, Structural Image Evaluation using Normalization, of Atrophy) (Smith et al., 2001) . The external surface of the skull is used as an invariant constraint on serial images; this is usually clearly visible on T 1 -weighted images. The brain is segmented from non-brain, using 3D triangulated mesh modelling to the brain surface. This procedure balances local and global constraints, and uses a local threshold and smoothness factor to reliably detect the brain surface. Having found the brain surface on one scan, the procedure then ®nds surface point positions to sub-voxel accuracy (between scans at two different time points) using correlation of (differentiated) normal vectors. This is then converted into percentage brain volume change (PBVC). The precision and accuracy of PBVC is~0.2%; better precision is achieved with thicker slices, perhaps because sequence acquisition time is less, thereby reducing motion artefacts.
The longitudinal method has also been developed to look for regional atrophy variation using standard-space masks. Using this approach, secondary progressive patients exhibited more periventricular atrophy than relapsing±remitting patients, whereas similar amounts of peripheral atrophy were apparent.
Comparison of different volume analysis techniques and pulse sequences
It is clear that many promising techniques have been developed with which to measure global and regional brain tissue volumes with a high reproducibility and with evident sensitivity to small changes over time. Very little work has focused on comparing different segmentation analysis techniques for determining brain volumes. Such work is important for the interpretation of published studies that have applied different techniques.
In a recent study (Leigh et al., 2002) , four different image intensity-based segmentation methods algorithms applied to three different acquisition sequences were used to measure change in brain volume (BV) over 2 years in 10 patients with relapsing± remitting multiple sclerosis and ®ve healthy controls. The segmentation algorithms were: (i) histogram segmentation (Leigh et al., 2002) ; (ii) adaptive fuzzy C-means algorithm (Pham and Prince, 1999a, b); (iii) adaptive Bayesian segmentation with a K-mean clustering (Goldszal et al., 1998) ; and (iv) threshold-based segmentation using log-normal modelling of the distribution of pixels (De Carli et al., 1992) . The acquisition sequences were T 1 -weighted, FLAIR and PD/T 2 -weighted. No signi®cant changes over time were seen in the controls. The intra-rater coef®cient of variation for the segmentation techniques varied from 0.08 to 0.68%. In multiple sclerosis patients, signi®cant atrophy was seen after 1 and 2 years compared with baseline; however, for various combinations of acquisition sequence and segmentation algorithm, the percentage change in brain volume varied markedly. The reduction ranged from 0.34 to 1.67% comparing month 12 with baseline and from 0.79 to 3.11% comparing month 24 with baseline.
A comparison of two methods for measuring atrophy in 39 primary progressive patients showed that the central slices approach (in this instance six 3-mm thick slices from the velum interpositum rostrally) exhibits a larger percentage volume change than an automated boundary detection method (SIENA) applied to whole brain volume (±2.3 T 2.7% versus ±0.56 T 0.57%); however, the statistical effect size (mean change/variance) was slightly higher with the SIENA approach (Stevenson et al., 2000) . These studies emphasize the major impact that both the acquisition sequence and the segmentation procedure can have on the actual measures of atrophy obtained. Since precision is more probably important than accuracyÐthere is no in vivo gold standard to determine the latterÐthe problem may not be crucial as long as the methods applied in longitudinal and multicentre studies are stable and standardized for all scans at all sites. The need for standardization and quality control are, however, emphasized, as is the need to consider all methodological factors that might in¯uence tissue volume measures and their change over time. The observation also suggests the need for caution in attempting to compare results from different studies in which either the acquisition or the segmentation methods were different.
Appendix II. Measurement of spinal cord and optic nerve atrophy Spinal cord
Since spinal cord disease contributes to much of the locomotor disability in multiple sclerosis, there has been considerable interest in evaluating the cord using MR techniques. While spinal lesions are readily detected using T 2 -weighted sequences, they have not been clearly correlated with disability. Spinal cord atrophy is likely to be a consequence of loss of myelin and axons, the likely pathological substrates of irreversible disability in multiple sclerosis.
Early studies of cord size used manual outlining to de®ne the cross-sectional area of the cord at multiple levels in the cervical and thoracic region. While these demonstrated an association of cord atrophy with disability (Kidd et al., 1993; Filippi et al., 1996 Filippi et al., , 1997 , the methods were poorly reproducible (COV~5%) due to the poor depiction of the cord±CSF interface on 2D T 2 -weighted sequences and the manual outlining method. These problems were addressed by the application of a 3D T 1 -weighted gradient echo sequence with an inversion recovery pre-pulse to suppress CSF. This provided high-resolution images of the upper cervical cord, with excellent CSF±cord contrast allowing for semi-automated segmentation of the cord on high-resolution axial slices reconstructed from the volume acquired data (Losseff et al., 1996a) . The measureremeasure and scan-rescan reproducibility is~1%, and quality control with repeat scanning over 1 year or longer has con®rmed the stability of the measurements providing there are no major scanner hardware upgrades (Leary et al., 1999) . Cross-sectional studies have demonstrated robust correlations between cord atrophy at C2 and EDSS across the different multiple sclerosis subgroups. A signi®-cant increase in cord atrophy over 1 year has been seen in both relapsing±remitting and progressive forms of multiple sclerosis, with mean reduction in cord area of 2±3% p.a. (Stevenson et al., 1998 (Stevenson et al., , 2000 . Progressive cord atrophy is of particular interest in primary progressive multiple sclerosis patients with progressive myelopathy, many of who exhibit little in the way of cerebral disease. No correlation has yet emerged between change in cord area over time and change in disability, but the duration of follow up has been short (1±2 years).
Application of the Cavalieri method with stereological point counting provides an alternative approach to de®ning the spinal cord cross-sectional area. It has been applied to 3D T 1 -weighted gradient echo images of the upper cervical cord, and in a crosssectional study has shown an association between atrophy from C1-3 and disability (Edwards et al., 1999) . There was more atrophy in secondary progressive than relapsing±remitting patients. The technique is less reproducible than the method developed by Losseff, which may limit its use in serial studies.
More global measurements of spinal cord size, e.g. the volume of the whole cervical cord and the atrophy of the cord as a function of position, have yet to be addressed. Such approaches will potentially be more sensitive to change. One method currently under study uses mathematical modelling to the surface of the cord using the assumption that the cord approximates a cylindrically shaped object (i.e. the nerve bundles leaving the spinal cord at each vertebral body are not included in the model) (Coulon et al., 2001) . This approach allows cross-sectional areas (and therefore volumes) to be determined as a function of position along the cord (Fig. 2) .
